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Projected Round: Top 10

Harold Landry
Boston College
HEIGHT: 6’2”

COMBINE:

40 YD DASH: 4.64

WEIGHT: 252
3 CONE: 6.88

PROS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elite physical traits, hyper explosive
Super loose hips that can turn in any direction
Elite speed, quick feet and fast hands
Pass rushing prowess is unmatched in class
Blazing fast first step
Can drop easily and play in space
Flashes ability to set edge

20 YD SHUTTLE: 4.19

ARMS: 33”
VERT: 36”

CONS
•
•
•
•
•

Does not have overwhelming power
Has grit but ultimately a finesse player
Played hurt and out of position this past season
Top end speed is only okay
Stalled by strong tackles

SUMMARY
Boston College senior Harold Landry will get comparisons to Von Miller of the Denver Broncos
when it comes to his draft profile. However the former Eagle does not match Miller in all
categories and has some improvements that need to be made before he’s a franchise level pass
rusher. The root of Landry’s issue is his strength. It’s really the only thing standing in his way of
being the best pass rushing prospect in this draft. He has the size (252 pounds) to be a physical
presence in the running game and to have a powerful bull rush, but he does not play up to his
size, nor does he translate his speed into power the way he should. At this point Landry is a
finesse player whose calling card is his hyper agility and elusiveness as a pass rusher. That is not
to say that Landry is a slouch. He was injured and playing out of position for the better part of
2017 (as well as receiving double and triple teams). In 2016 he collected an astounding 22.5
tackles for loss and 16.5 sacks. For his career, the Spring Lake, NC native amassed 158 tackles, 48
tackles for loss and 25 sacks as well as 10 forced fumbles in three years in Boston. Other than his
playing strength, Landry is an outstanding prospect. He’s hyper explosive and athletic with a
great first step and the best ability to bend the edge in this draft class. He plays tough against the
run and can chase players down in space as well as from the backside of plays. He won’t fit every
system, but player show can attack the quarterback like Landry to not get passed up for very long
in the draft. He’s a Top 10 pick who should be an elite pass rusher, even if continues to be
average against the run.

